Lawyer Referral &
Information Service (LRIS)
About Us
For over 4 decades, the LRIS program has assisted
HSBA members to build and maintain their
practice client base, and the public seeking legal
representation or information.

Over 800 Inquiries
Each month the LRIS Staff
responds to over 800 inquiries by
phone, email, and mail
correspondence. While 500 of
those contacting the LRIS are
referred to LRIS panel members;
the LRIS Staff works to manage the
other 300 inquiries by responding
to each communication left
requesting assistance.

Categories of Law
HSBA members who join may
select from 14 major categories
of law as well as over 75 subcategories.

Attorney Testimonials
“The Lawyer Referral & Information Service is a
wonderful program that gets people in touch with the
right Lawyer. Our firm receives several calls per week
from potential clients. It’s a great referral program
that I have been using for over 20 years.“ Shawn Luiz
“Since becoming a member of the Hawaii Bar, I have
been a long term participating member of the HSBA
Lawyer Referral Service. The HSBA referral service
has been a regular source of referrals over the
duration of my practice...The HSBA referral service
helps the public in obtaining appropriate legal
counsel and assists persons who are able to pay
normal attorney fees but whose ability to locate
appropriate legal representation is frustrated by a
lack of experience with the legal system, a lack of
information about the type of service needed, or a
fear of the potential costs of seeing a lawyer.
Carmen Diamore-Siah
The LRIS is accessible to anyone with phone access.
It is extremely useful to the public and HSBA
members as it helps direct people in a timely,
appropriate and professional manner.
Numerous times throughout each week I give out the
number to LRIS and my practice gets a great deal of
referrals. It is likely my most important membership
benefit. Thus, thank you for all the work you do for
HSBA members such as myself.” David Brustein

For more information or to join the service, please email LRIS@HSBA.org or call (808)792-7350. The
LRIS Fiscal year period begins on July 1, 2021 and ends June 30, 2022, the fee is $325.00; or try the
LRIS for a 3-month trial period for only $106.25.

